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ABSTRACT
Metals in the hot gaseous halos of galaxies encode the history of star formation as well as the feedback
processes that eject metals from the galaxies. X-ray observations suggest that massive galaxies have
extended distributions of metals in their gas halos. We present predictions for the metal properties of
massive galaxies and their gaseous halos from recent high resolution zoom-in simulations that include
mechanical and radiation driven feedback from Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN). In these simulations,
AGN launch high-velocity outflows, mimicking observed broad absorption line winds. By comparing
two sets of simulations with and without AGN feedback, we show that our prescription for AGN
feedback is capable of driving winds and enriching halo gas ‘inside-out’ by spreading centrally enriched
metals to the outskirts of galaxies, into the halo and beyond. The metal (iron) profiles of halos
simulated with AGN feedback have a flatter slope than those without AGN feedback, consistent with
recent X-ray observations. The predicted gas iron abundance of group scale galaxies simulated with
AGN feedback is ZFe = 0.23 ZFe, at 0.5r500, which is 2.5 times higher than that in simulations without
AGN feedback. In these simulations, AGN winds are also important for the metal enrichment of the
intergalactic medium, as the vast majority of metals ejected from the galaxy by AGN-driven winds
end up beyond the halo virial radius.
Keywords: galaxies: active– galaxies: nuclei – galaxies: formation – quasars: general
1. INTRODUCTION
Our understanding of the formation and evolution of
massive galaxies has made great advances in the last
two decades. The current consensus is that massive el-
liptical galaxies formed the majority of their stars at
high redshift (Thomas et al. 2011; Van Dokkum et al.
2010) mainly through the accretion of gas from the in-
tergalactic medium (IGM) (Keresˇ et al. 2005; Erb 2007;
Putman et al. 2012), and have since grown significantly
via mergers with lower mass galaxies (Naab et al. 2007;
van Dokkum et al. 2008; Naab et al. 2010; Oser et al.
2010). Despite the continual accretion of a substantial
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amount of gaseous material into the halo as well as the
presence of plenty of hot gas available for cooling, mas-
sive elliptical galaxies show relatively low star formation
rates (Kauffmann et al. 2003; Renzini 2006; Kormendy
et al. 2009). However, it is still unclear which physical
mechanisms prevent gas from cooling and forming stars
in massive galaxies.
In cosmological hydrodynamics simulations of massive
galaxy formation, feedback by energetic sources is of-
ten used to suppress star formation (Somerville & Dave´
2015; Naab & Ostriker 2017, and references therein).
For massive galaxies, simulations with stellar feedback
but without feedback from supermassive black holes
have been shown to suffer from the well-known overcool-
ing problem with resulting stellar masses several times
larger than observed (e.g. Balogh et al. 2001; Su et al.
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2019). Also, there are many pieces of observational evi-
dence that support the hypothesis of AGN feedback sup-
pressing star formation in massive galaxies (McNamara
& Nulsen 2007; Fabian 2012). Therefore in the past
two decades many simulations have started to include
the feedback from supermassive black holes (BH feed-
back or AGN feedback) and they have shown that AGN
feedback can play a crucial role in regulating the star
formation in massive galaxies and suppressing the cool-
ing of gas (e.g. Springel et al. 2005a; Dubois et al. 2013;
Beckmann et al. 2017). Many simulations successfully
reproduce a wide range of the basic properties of massive
quiescent galaxies, such as stellar mass, number density
and colors, generally attributed to an AGN that heats
up the gas (Vogelsberger et al. 2014; Hirschmann et al.
2014; Schaye et al. 2015; Nelson et al. 2018a; Weinberger
et al. 2018).
This consensus is encouraging, however, AGN feed-
back models are still not well constrained. Most simu-
lations on cosmological scales do not resolve the Bondi
radius which is required to self-consistently model gas
accretion onto black holes (cf. Curtis & Sijacki 2016a,b;
Angle´s-Alca´zar et al. 2020), therefore they must adopt
sub-grid models for gas accretion onto black holes as
well as AGN feedback to capture the unresolved physical
processes (Springel et al. 2005b; Di Matteo et al. 2008;
McCarthy et al. 2010; Gaspari et al. 2013; Sijacki et al.
2015; Steinborn et al. 2015; Angle´s-Alca´zar et al. 2017;
Weinberger et al. 2017; Dave´ et al. 2019). These sub-
grid implementations of AGN feedback vary widely in
the literature (see also Wurster & Thacker 2013; Meece
et al. 2017). The AGN feedback recipes are currently
degenerate as substantially different feedback models in
simulations can result in similar galaxy stellar properties
(e.g. Harrison et al. 2018).
However, we can further constrain models of AGN
feedback adopted in simulations using observed prop-
erties of the gaseous components of massive galaxies. It
has been shown that AGN feedback has a strong effect
on galaxy gas properties (McCarthy et al. 2009; Dubois
et al. 2012; Truong et al. 2020), and different AGN feed-
back models can result in different gas properties, espe-
cially of the hot gas (Yang et al. 2012; Choi et al. 2015).
By comparing simulations with various treatments of
AGN feedback (e.g. thermal or mechanical), Choi et al.
(2015) showed that depending on how the AGN feed-
back energy is coupled with the surrounding gas, the
resulting halo X-ray luminosity can vary by three orders
of magnitude, and the mechanical feedback is more suc-
cessful in reproducing the observed X-ray luminosity of
the hot atmospheres.
Another powerful tool to discriminate among the
AGN feedback models is metallicity. Especially, met-
als in the hot halos of massive galaxies encode the his-
tory of star formation as well as feedback processes that
eject metals from the galaxies. X-ray observations sug-
gest that massive galaxies and groups exhibit negative
abundance gradients, being more enriched at the center,
with metal abundance decreasing with increasing radius
(Finoguenov & Ponman 1999; Buote et al. 2003; Sato
et al. 2009). However, the central metal excess extends
out further than the optical emission from the central
galaxy, suggesting that metal enriched gas is being dis-
tributed outside of the galaxy (David & Nulsen 2008).
Some massive galaxies have halo gas whose metallicity
is of the order of the metallicity within the galaxy itself.
Recent UV absorption line studies probing the circum-
galactic medium (CGM) of nearby galaxies also revealed
a significant amount of metals at large distances from
the stellar bodies of galaxies (Tumlinson et al. 2013;
Werk et al. 2013).
Meanwhile, there has been a tension between simula-
tions and observations regarding the amount of metals
in extended halos of galaxies. Simulations tend to pro-
duce galaxies with metal excesses in their centers, and
deficits in the outskirts when compared with observa-
tions (Valdarnini 2003; Romeo et al. 2005; Dave´ et al.
2008; Ford et al. 2013).
AGN feedback has often been invoked to explain the
observed distribution of metal-enriched gas to large radii
(Rebusco et al. 2006; David & Nulsen 2008). Some re-
cent simulations have found that a pure thermal AGN
feedback model, that locally deposits a fraction of the
AGN bolometric luminosity in thermal form, has a neg-
ligible effect on halo gas metallicity (Barai et al. 2014;
Taylor & Kobayashi 2015). However, other AGN feed-
back implementations, such as the stochastic thermal
AGN feedback model adopted in the eagle simulation
(Barnes et al. 2017), have been shown to more efficiently
distribute metal-enriched gas to large distances. Nelson
et al. (2018b) also showed that the IllustrisTNG simu-
lations, which adopt a two-mode thermal plus kinetic
AGN feedback model, better reproduce the observed
metal distribution of extended warm-hot gas compared
to the original Illustris simulations.
AGN can have a dramatic effect on gaseous halos
and their metallicity distributions (Gaspari et al. 2012;
Ciotti et al. 2017; Eisenreich et al. 2017). Both observa-
tions and simulations have shown that the hot halos in
massive elliptical galaxies are made up of both enriched
material from inside of the galaxy, as well as pristine
material that flows in from outside the dark matter halo
and is shock heated (Arnaud et al. 1992; Gonzalez et al.
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2007; Schindler & Diaferio 2008). Naturally, the en-
richment of halo gas is strongly affected by changes in
the behavior of baryonic inflows and outflows. An AGN
feedback model which deposits mechanical energy can
effectively drive powerful nuclear winds as observed in
many luminous quasars (e.g. Zakamska et al. 2016) and
can therefore have a strong effect on both the inflow
and outflow of gas around a galaxy. In a recent paper,
Brennan et al. (2018) showed that the mechanical and
radiation-driven AGN feedback can indeed strongly al-
ter the baryon cycle in massive halos by comparing two
sets of zoom-in simulations with and without AGN feed-
back. If AGN in the universe are indeed affecting the
baryon cycle in their host galaxies so strongly, this is
likely to leave a signature on the metal content of those
galaxies, especially in the outer hot halo gas component.
Observationally, there is accumulated evidence for
metal outflows caused by AGN-driven winds (see Mc-
Namara & Nulsen 2012, and reference therein). Highly
metal enriched, cool gas has been recently found pref-
erentially along the cavities or correlated with the ra-
dio jets in several clusters and groups, and found to
be generally enriched to near-solar or even supersolar
abundance, sometimes more enriched than regions near
the central galaxies (Kirkpatrick et al. 2009; Simionescu
et al. 2009; Kirkpatrick et al. 2011; O’Sullivan et al.
2011; Kirkpatrick & McNamara 2015). This metal-
enriched gas is thought to be transported to its observed
location by AGN-related processes due to the significant
energy required to transport gas to its detected location
and surprisingly tight correlations between iron radius
(the maximum radius at which a significant enhance-
ment in iron has been detected) and AGN mechanical
jet power (Kirkpatrick et al. 2011).
AGN winds are also potentially important for the
metal enrichment of the IGM at high redshift (Kha-
latyan et al. 2008), as winds propagate further from
galaxies at earlier epochs when potential wells were shal-
lower, and AGN activity was more prevalent. Ejected
metals may be able to recollect into halos at later times,
providing recycled fuel for galaxy growth and metal en-
richment. However, few if any previous works in the
literature have explicitly studied the effect of AGN feed-
back on the distribution and recycling of metals in the
CGM and IGM.
In this paper, we study the effect of AGN driven winds
on the chemical enrichment of massive galaxies and their
gaseous halos. We first examine the differences in chemi-
cal enrichment of both the galaxy and the hot halo gas in
two matched sets of cosmological zoom-in simulations of
27 massive halos with and without AGN feedback imple-
mented. We also compare the simulation results to ob-
served abundances with particular emphasis on the hot
halo gas component. Finally we track the metal enrich-
ment and transportation by AGN feedback, to study its
effect on the chemical enrichment of the galaxies and be-
yond. We start with Section 2 where we summarize the
physics included in our simulations and also the tracking
method we use. In Section 3 we present our results, and
in Section 4 we summarize and discuss our main results.
Finally, we present a summary of our main findings in
section 5.
2. SIMULATION AND METHODS
2.1. Galaxy formation simulations
The cosmological zoom-in simulations of galaxy for-
mation used in this work were first presented in Choi
et al. (2017). We use two sets of high-resolution, cosmo-
logical zoom-in hydrodynamic simulations of 27 mas-
sive halos. The simulated halos have present-day total
masses of 1.4 × 1012 ≤ Mvir/M ≤ 2.3 × 1013, and
present-day stellar masses of 8.2 × 1010 ≤ M∗/M ≤
1.5 × 1012 for their central galaxies. The initial con-
ditions are adopted from Oser et al. (2010) with cos-
mological parameters obtained from WMAP3 (Spergel
et al. 2007, h = 0.72, Ωb = 0.044, Ωdm = 0.26, ΩΛ =
0.74, σ8 = 0.77, and ns = 0.95). In this paper we use
the fiducial resolution runs of Choi et al. (2017) with
the baryonic mass resolution of m∗,gas = 5.8× 106 M,
and the dark matter particle resolution of mdm = 3.4×
107 M. The comoving gravitational softening lengths
are gas,star = 0.556 kpc for the gas and star particles
and halo = 1.236 kpc for the dark matter.
The simulations include star formation, supernova
feedback, wind feedback from massive stars and asymp-
totic giant branch (AGB) stars and metal cooling and
diffusion. They also include a new treatment of mechan-
ical and radiative AGN feedback which launches high-
velocity mass outflows and heats the ambient medium
via X-ray radiation from the accreting black hole. We
give a brief summary of the code basics and physics we
include in the simulation below, but we refer the read-
ers to Choi et al. (2017) for a detailed description of the
simulations.
We note that these simulations agree with the ob-
served stellar mass-metallicity relation (see Figure 8 in
Choi et al. 2017) and also have already been shown to
reproduce the hot-gas X-ray luminosities of galaxies in
the relevant mass range, another property that has been
shown to be very sensitive to the AGN feedback imple-
mentation (see Le Brun et al. 2014 and Figure 6 in Choi
et al. 2017).
2.1.1. Code basics
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The code used in this study is SPHGal (Hu et al. 2014)
which is a modified version of the parallel smoothed par-
ticle hydrodynamics (SPH) code GADGET-3 (Springel
2005). SPHGal includes a number of improvements to
overcome the numerical fluid-mixing problems of classi-
cal SPH codes have (e.g. Agertz et al. 2007): a density-
independent pressure-entropy SPH formulation (Ritchie
& Thomas 2001; Saitoh & Makino 2013; Hopkins 2013),
an improved artificial viscosity implementation (Cullen
& Dehnen 2010), an artificial thermal conductivity Read
& Hayfield (2012), and a Wendland C4 kernel with 200
neighboring particles (Dehnen & Aly 2012). Finally, we
also include a time-step limiter that reduces the time-
step of neighboring particles around fast-moving parti-
cles to properly model shock propagation and feedback
distribution (Saitoh & Makino 2009; Durier & Dalla Vec-
chia 2012).
2.1.2. Chemical enrichment, star formation and stellar
feedback models
Following Aumer et al. (2013), we include the chem-
ical evolution and star formation model, which allows
chemical enrichment by winds driven by Type I Super-
novae (SNe), Type II SNe and asymptotic giant branch
(AGB) stars. The chemical yields are adopted respec-
tively from Iwamoto et al. (1999); Woosley & Weaver
(1995); Karakas (2010) for Type I, Type II SNe and
AGB stars. The masses in 11 different species, H, He,
C, N, O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ca and Fe, are traced explic-
itly for star and gas particles. Then, these individual
element abundances of gas particles, along with their
temperature and density, are used to calculate the net
cooling rate. The cooling rate is adopted from Wiersma
et al. (2009) for optically thin gas in ionization equilib-
rium and a redshift dependent UV/X-ray and cosmic mi-
crowave background is adopted from Haardt & Madau
(2001). We allow the metal enriched gas particles to mix
their metals with neighboring gas via turbulent diffusion
of gas-phase metals following Aumer et al. (2013).
We calculate star formation rate as dρ∗/dt =
ηρgas/tdyn where ρ∗, ρgas and tdyn are the stellar and
gas densities, and local dynamical time for gas parti-
cle respectively. We set the star formation efficiency
η to be 0.025. Then star particles are stochastically
spawned when the gas density exceeds a density thresh-
old, nth ≡ n0 (Tgas/T0)3 (M0/Mgas)2 where the critical
threshold density and temperature are n0 = 2.0 cm
−3
and T0 = 12000 K and M0 is the gas particle mass
in fiducial resolution. It requires that the gas density
should be higher than the value for the Jeans gravita-
tional instability of a mass Mgas at temperature Tgas.
We adopt the stellar feedback model from Nu´n˜ez et al.
(2017). The stellar feedback processes we include are
the winds from young massive stars, UV heating within
Stro¨mgren spheres of young stars, three-phase Super-
nova remnant input from both type I and type II SN
feedback, and outflow and metals from dying low-mass
AGB stars.
First, the young star particles distribute their wind
momentum to the closest gas particles with the same
amount of ejected mass and momentum as those of type
II SN explosions evenly spread in time before the mo-
ment of the SN explosion. Their ionizing radiation grad-
ually heats the neighboring gas to T = 104 K within a
Stro¨mgren radius (Stro¨mgren 1939).
When a star particle explodes as SNe, it distributes
energy and momentum to the surrounding ISM, and
we assume a single SN event ejects mass in an out-
flow with a velocity vout,SN = 4, 500 km s
−1. Depend-
ing on the physical distance from the SN particle, we
assume that each neighboring gas particle is affected by
one of the three successive phases of SN: (i) momentum-
conserving free expansion phase, (ii) energy-conserving
Sedov-Taylor phase where SN energy is transferred with
70% as thermal and 30% as kinetic, and finally (iii) the
snowplow phase where radiative cooling becomes dom-
inant. This “snowplow” SN feedback model launches
standard Sedov-Taylor blast-waves carrying energy as
30% kinetic and 70% thermal, and both energy modes
dissipate with distance from the SN in pressure-driven
snowplow phase of SN remnants.
Lastly, old stellar particles keep distributing energy,
momentum, and metals via AGB winds. We assume
that the outflowing wind velocity of AGB stars is
vout,AGB = 10 km s
−1, which corresponds to typical
outflowing velocities of AGB driven winds (e.g. Nyman
et al. 1992).
In summary, various mass-loss events, including winds
from young stars, SNe and AGB stars, contribute to the
chemical enrichment of the ISM in our model. With an
assumed Kroupa (2001) IMF, over 30% of the total mass
in star particles is returned to ISM within ∼ 13 Gyr of
evolution. This ejected, metal-rich material from stars
can fuel late star formation as well as AGN activity by
feeding the central super massive black holes (e.g. Ciotti
et al. 2010).
All total metallicities are shown in units of Solar
metallicity, where we assume Z = 0.0134 (Asplund
et al. 2009).
2.1.3. Black hole formation, growth and feedback model
In the simulations, we seed new collisionless black
hole particles with a mass of 105 h−1 M at the cen-
ter of new emerging dark matter halos with mass above
1 × 1011 h−1 M. This choice of the dark matter halo
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threshold and black hole seed mass approximately fol-
lows the Magorrian et al. (1998) relation and the theo-
retical calculations of Stone et al. (2017).
We assume that the black hole can grow via two chan-
nels: mergers with other black holes and direct accre-
tion of gas. The black hole mergers are allowed when
two black hole particles are close enough within their
local SPH smoothing lengths, and their relative veloc-
ities are less than the local sound speed. For the gas
accretion, we adopt a Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton param-
eterization (Hoyle & Lyttleton 1939; Bondi & Hoyle
1944; Bondi 1952) as we cannot fully resolve the ac-
cretion disk of the black holes on sub-pc scales in our
simulation. As in Springel et al. (2005b), the rate of
the gas infall onto the black hole is estimated M˙inf =
(4piG2M2BHρ)/((c
2
s + v
2)3/2), where ρ, cs, and v denote
the gas density, the sound speed and the velocity of the
gas relative to the black hole respectively. In addition,
to prevent the unphysical infall of gas from outside of
the Bondi radius, we adopt the soft Bondi criterion as
in Choi et al. (2012), which statistically limits the ac-
cretion to the gas within the Bondi radius. It limits the
accretion by the volume fraction of the gas particle lying
within the Bondi radius.
Radiation from radiatively efficient accretion onto a
SMBH can launch strong outflows (e.g. Proga et al.
2000; Proga & Kallman 2004). As these wind-driving
processes occur below our resolution limit, we use a sub-
grid AGN-driven wind model which imparts mass and
momentum to the surrounding gas following Choi et al.
(2012, 2014) in a manner that mimics the observed wind
outflows as seen by Arav et al. (2020).
In this model, AGN-driven winds are launched in
the vicinity of the black hole with a constant veloc-
ity voutf,AGN = 10, 000 km s
−1, and the wind mass is
determined by a mass inflow rate and also by feed-
back efficiency parameter w, which is set to 0.005
(Choi et al. 2017). The total energy flux carried by
the wind is E˙w ≡ wM˙accc2 = 0.5M˙outfv2outf,AGN.
The mass flux and momentum flux carried by the
AGN-winds are M˙outf = 2M˙accwc
2/v2outf,AGN and
p˙ = M˙outfvoutf,AGN = 2wM˙accc
2/voutf,AGN, respec-
tively. With our selected w and voutf,AGN, 90 % of the
inflowing mass is expelled as winds (M˙outf = 9M˙acc)
carrying momentum flux of p˙ = 30LBH/c. The direc-
tion of the wind is set to be parallel or anti-parallel to
the angular momentum vector of each gas particle ac-
creted by the black hole. Then, the ejected wind particle
shares its momentum and energy with its two nearest
neighboring gas particles to reproduce the shock heated
momentum-driven flows.
In addition, we include the heating and associated ra-
diation pressure effect from moderately hard X-ray ra-
diation (∼ 50 keV) from the accreting black hole. This
radiation is nearly independent of obscuration, therefore
we use the AGN spectrum and Compton and photoion-
ization heating prescription from Sazonov et al. (2004,
2005). The associated radiation pressure directed away
from the black hole is also included. Finally, the accre-
tion rate onto the black holes is not artificially capped
at the Eddington rate in our simulation. Instead, we in-
clude the Eddington force acting on electrons in gas par-
ticles, directed radially away from the black hole. There-
fore super-Eddington gas accretion occasionally happens
in our model but the corresponding feedback effects nat-
urally reduce the inflow.
2.2. Computing X-ray luminosities and metal
abundances
In our simulations, the masses in 11 different species,
H, He, C, N, O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ca and Fe, are traced
explicitly for star and gas particles. We use 9 heavy ele-
ments to calculate the total metal abundance Z. Among
them, iron is the most commonly used metal tracer in
X-ray observations due to its strong lines in soft X-ray
bands. When we compare simulated gas iron abun-
dances with observationally inferred abundances, we use
the X-ray emission-weighted abundance which is calcu-
lated as
〈ZFe〉 =
∑
jν,iZFe,i∑
jν,i
, (1)
where jν,i is the X-ray emissivity in the energy band of
0.3 - 8 keV. The X-ray emissivity is calculated following
Cen et al. (1995) and includes Bremsstrahlung radia-
tion and metal-line emission from all relevant species.
Finally, all iron abundances are shown in units of So-
lar iron abundance, where we assume Fe = 7.5 from
Asplund et al. (2009).
2.3. Halo finders & Particle Tracking
We use two public codes to define and track the halo
centers: the phase-space temporal halo finder, ROCKSTAR
(Behroozi et al. 2013) and pygad (Ro¨ttgers 2018), a
python module for GADGET snapshots, which adopts
the shrinking sphere method to identify halos. Then we
determine halo masses and halo radii using a spherical
over-density threshold ρth = ρ200, 200 times that of the
critical density at a given redshift, as Mh ≡ M200 and
rh ≡ r200. The galaxy radius is set to 1/10 of the halo
radius (rg = 0.1rh), and the star and gas masses within
the galaxy radius rg are defined as the stellar and gas
masses of the galaxy.
As described in Brennan et al. (2018), we trace the
flow of particles across two spherical shells of galaxy
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radius rg and halo radius rh. The tracking begins at
z = 3 for most of our galaxies, and as early as z ∼ 4 for
a handful of galaxies with reliable centers found for both
the MrAGN and NoAGN pair. We first catalogue all the
gas particles that are inside of rg and rh, and then check
their locations and radial velocities at the next time step
to determine the inflowing and outflowing masses.
3. RESULTS
In this section, we present results from our analysis of
the simulations with and without AGN feedback. We
first study trends between global properties such as the
average metallicity of different galaxy components and
halo mass, and compare with observed scaling relations
between global quantities such as the X-ray luminosity
and temperature of the hot halo gas and the iron abun-
dance. Next we examine the impact of AGN on the
spatial distribution of metals around galaxies, and com-
pare with observations of metal abundance profiles in
galaxy groups.
3.1. Global Metallicity Trends
3.1.1. The history of metal enrichment: case study
Each of our simulated halos has a different formation
history. Therefore, it can be difficult to see trends when
we plot time evolution for the full sample averaged to-
gether. We find it can sometimes be more illustrative
to show results from a single example halo. Figure 1
shows the history of metal mass and metallicity in the
representative example galaxy, m0329 (M∗ ∼ 1011.3M
and Mh ∼ 1012.7M at z = 0). In the top panels we
show the mass of metals contained in four different com-
ponents: stars within the galaxy radius rg, total gas
within rg, cold gas (T < 2 × 104 K) within rg, and hot
gas (T > 2×104 K) within the hot gas halo (CGM), be-
tween rg and the halo radius rh. Since z ∼ 4, the largest
amount of metals is contained in stars within the galaxy.
In the MrAGN run, AGN feedback shuts down cooling
and removes most of the cold ISM from the galaxy, caus-
ing star formation to become “quenched”, while in the
NoAGN run significant star formation continues all the
way until z = 0 (as shown in detail for this same halo in
Brennan et al. 2018). As a result, the NoAGN run pro-
duces a larger mass of metals overall by the present day.
There is a slightly higher mass of metals (by ∼ 0.2− 0.3
dex) in the hot halo component of the MrAGN run than
in the NoAGN run, although in both runs there are more
metals contained in the hot halo gas (CGM) than in the
galactic (ISM) gas.
In the lower panels we show the evolution of metal-
licities of the same four components averaged by mass.
The average metallicity of stars is a bit higher in the
NoAGN run, while the average metallicity of hot halo
gas is larger in the MrAGN run. In both runs, the metal-
licity of cold ISM gas tends to be much larger than the
metallicity of hot halo gas, despite the mass of metals in
hot halo gas being larger: the mass of hot diffuse halo
gas is much larger than the mass of cold galactic gas.
Using the particle tracking method of Brennan et al.
(2018), we can investigate the metal content of outflow-
ing material and how it compares to the metallicity of
the ISM of the host galaxies. We track the outflowing
gas mass across the galaxy radius rg, i.e., 10 % of the
virial radius of the galaxy. Then we check the metal
abundance of the outflowing mass and its ratio to the
metal abundance of the gas within the galaxy (r < rg).
In Figure 2 we show the evolution of the ratio of
the average metallicity of outflowing gas to the aver-
age metallicity of gas within the example halo m0329
with time. The outflowing gas leaving the galaxy across
the galaxy radius rg in the MrAGN run is more en-
riched relative to the rest of the gas in the galaxy than
the outflowing gas in the NoAGN run. The metallicity
of outflowing gas at certain times can be even higher
than the average metallicity of all of the gas left be-
hind (Zout/Zgal > 1). In both runs, this ratio increases
with time, but the increase is more pronounced in the
MrAGN run.
3.1.2. Mass and Metal Budget: Broad Trends
We now turn to our full suite of simulated halos. Fig-
ures 3 summarizes the gas and metal budget in the hot
phase (T > 2 × 104K) in our simulated galaxies within
the galaxy (r < rg) and within the halo (r < rh) at
z = 0. In the left panels, we first show the masses of
hot gas contained in both the galaxy and the halo of all
of our simulations at z = 0. In the panel (a) of Fig-
ure 3, we see that the overall gas mass inside galaxies is
greatly reduced in the MrAGN run when compared with
the NoAGN run, especially at low mass where the dif-
ference can be as great as 2 dex. In panel (b), we show
that the mass of gas in the halo is also decreased by as
much as 1 dex in lower mass galaxies. AGN feedback
removes gas from both galaxies and halos in all galaxy
mass ranges but with more pronounced differences be-
tween the two runs in lower mass halos (see also Brennan
et al. 2018).
Turning to the middle panel (Figure 3-(c) and (d)), the
mass of metals in MrAGN galaxies is reduced, but by
a slightly smaller percentage than the total gas mass as
shown in the left panels (a) and (b). Meanwhile, panel
(d) shows that the mass of metals in the halo is very
similar between the two runs, despite the smaller mass
of gas in the halo found in the MrAGN run. Therefore
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Figure 1. The time evolution of the mass in metals and the metallicity in the example galaxy m0329. We show the results of
the MrAGN run in the left column (a,b), and the NoAGN run in the right column (c,d). In the upper panels, the evolution of the
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Figure 2. The time evolution of the ratio between the av-
erage metallicity of gas that is outflowing across the galaxy
radius rg, i.e., 10 % of the virial radius (Zout) and the av-
erage metallicity of gas within the galaxy (Zgal, r < rg) for
the example galaxy m0329.
as shown in the right panels, (e) and (f), this manifests
as slightly higher gas metallicities in MrAGN galaxies
both within the galaxies and in the halos. This trend is
slightly more pronounced in lower mass halos.
Figure 4 shows the ratio of average halo gas metallic-
ity to the average metallicity of gas within the galaxy for
our full sample at z = 0. In all cases, this ratio is higher
for the MrAGN runs, with the difference between runs
being greatest for higher mass galaxies, where the ra-
tio approaches and even slightly exceeds unity. We can
think of this as the cumulative effect of the metal en-
riched outflows seen in Figure 2. Ejected metals tend to
remain within the halo in massive systems due to their
deeper potential wells, cumulatively enriching the halo
gas, while most of the ejected gas escapes beyond the
virial radius of the smaller halos.
3.1.3. Iron abundance scaling relations compared with
observations
Figure 5 shows the mass-weighted iron abundance of
gas within R500 versus the X-ray-emitting-gas temper-
ature within R500 of the simulated galaxies. We com-
pare the two models with a homogenized dataset of low-
redshift groups and clusters compiled by Yates et al.
(2017). In this analysis, the authors have converted the
observed X-ray emission-weighted iron abundance into
a mass-weighted iron abundance within a standardized
aperture, using an assumed template temperature and
iron abundance profile. The observed kT500 − ZFe,500
relation from Yates et al. (2017) is fairly flat, with in-
creased scatter in ZFe,500 below log (kT/keV) ∼ 0.2.
There is a slight negative trend in kT500−ZFe,500 for sys-
tems with log (kT/keV) & 0.3. The MrAGN simulations
show much higher iron abundances than the NoAGN run
and roughly reproduces the iron abundances measured
for the clusters with log (kT/keV) < 0.2. However, the
halos with the highest temperatures in our MrAGN suite
show iron abundance on or slightly below the lower enve-
lope of the observed sample. On the other hand, galaxies
simulated without AGN feedback have much cooler tem-
peratures and lower iron abundances than the observed
sample for their halo mass range.
3.2. Where are the Metals: the spatial distribution of
metals around galaxies
3.2.1. Metal Maps: Case Study
Once again, the detailed distribution of metals around
galaxies varies greatly from one halo to another, so we
again use the case study halo m0329, simulated with and
without AGN feedback, to illustrate how AGN feedback
affects the metal distribution in the CGM. In Figure 6,
we present the metallicity map of the gas in halo m0329
at four different redshifts z = 0, 1, 2 and 3. The metal-
licity is again shown in units of solar metallicity. At
z = 3, the distribution of metallicity looks very similar
between the two runs with and without AGN feedback,
but after z = 2 the outflow signatures can be seen in
the MrAGN case. In the snapshot at z = 2, there is
evidence of a large-scale, biconical, chemically enriched
outflow depositing metals into the galactic halo in the
MrAGN run. These metal-enriched bipolar winds are
driven from the central supermassive black hole. Large
scale cavities also form along the direction of bipolar
AGN-driven winds, as winds efficiently blow out exist-
ing halo gas as they propagate. It is also notable that the
inhomogeneity of the metal distribution in the MrAGN
case is much greater. This might be possible to test with
observations.
3.2.2. Stacked Metallicity Abundance Profiles
We first present the stacked (mass weighted) metal
abundance profile for all of our massive halos with
Mhalo > 8× 1012 M in Figure 7. It shows the radially
averaged metal abundance profile for all gas at four dif-
ferent redshifts for the MrAGN and NoAGN runs. The
two models started with very similar abundance profiles
at z = 3, but diverge by z = 2 as frequent AGN activity
starts to drive out enriched material. By z = 0, enriched
material from the central part of the galaxy has been re-
distributed outwards, resulting in flatter gas abundance
profiles and higher gas metal abundances in the outer
parts of the halo r > 0.5R500. The overall gas metal
abundance across the halo at z = 0 ends up being higher
in MrAGN run. There is a large halo-to-halo scatter in
the metal abundance in the central regions, particularly
in the MrAGN runs. The large spikes in the profiles
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Figure 4. Ratio of average metallicity of halo gas to average
metallicity of galactic gas within the galaxies at z = 0. The
galaxies simulated with AGN (MrAGN) are shown by red
triangles and the galaxies simulated without AGN feedback
(NoAGN) are shown by black circles.
are due to the metal-rich gas associated with satellite
galaxies.
We now turn to a comparison of the predicted iron
abundance profiles to recent observations. Figure 8
shows X-ray emission weighted and projected iron abun-
Figure 5. The iron abundance of hot halo gas versus X-
ray temperature of our simulated galaxies with and without
AGN feedback. The galaxies simulated with AGN (MrAGN)
are shown by red triangles and the galaxies simulated with-
out AGN feedback (NoAGN) are shown by black circles. Ob-
servational estimates are shown by grey circles (see text for
details). The MrAGN simulations produce X-ray properties
of group-sized halos that are in better agreement with obser-
vations than the NoAGN simulations.
dance profiles of simulated galaxies with Mvir > 8 ×
1012M, which is comparable to the mass range in
observed samples. As shown previously in Figure 7,
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metals into the halo at z = 2 in MrAGN case. The final halo gas metallicity at z = 0 is overall higher in MrAGN case than in
NoAGN. The images are created with pygad (Ro¨ttgers 2018).
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Figure 7. Average gas metal abundance profile for all gas in halos with Mvir > 8 × 1012M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the average iron abundance profile of the NoAGN runs
shows overall lower iron abundance at r > 0.02R500,
but higher abundance for the innermost region. On
the other hand, MrAGN galaxies show overall higher
and flatter average abundance profiles at large distance
(r > 0.1r500) in good qualitative agreement with obser-
vations. At 0.5r500, the predicted mean iron abundance
of the MrAGN galaxies is ZFe = 0.233 ZFe,, while the
mean abundance of NoAGN galaxies is 0.093.
3.2.3. The fate of ejected metals
We have seen that AGN can re-distribute metals from
the central parts of galaxies out into the circumgalactic
hot halo. However, Brennan et al. (2018) showed that
much of the ejected gas driven from the galaxy ends up
beyond the halo virial radius. We therefore now explore
the fate of ejected metals and where they reside at z = 0.
Figure 9 summarizes the final destination of the ejected
metals, showing the percentage of all of the metals which
have been ejected from each galaxy in a set of radial bins
at z = 0; galaxy (r < rg), halo (r < rh), within the turn-
around radius rh < r < 2rh, and finally outside the turn-
around radius (r > 2rh). In MrAGN galaxies, the vast
majority of metals driven from the galaxy do not return
to the halo and reside as far as or farther than 2 virial
radii from the galaxy center. Towards higher masses, a
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Figure 8. X-ray emission weighted iron abundance profiles
of simulated galaxies with Mvir > 8 × 1012M. MrAGN
and NoAGN cases are shown by red and blue lines respec-
tively, and the color shaded regions represent the standard
deviation over the suite of halos. Green and purple solid
and dashed lines show the stacked profiles from the study of
Johnson et al. (2011) for non-cool core and cool core groups,
respectively. Black symbols show the averaged radial iron
abundance profile of 21 nearby cool core groups (Mernier
et al. 2017).
larger fraction of metals ejected from the galaxies come
back, and exist within the halo. In NoAGN galaxies,
a much larger fraction of metals returns to the galaxy
and ends up in the ISM and stars, with most of the rest
occupying the halo in the hot gas phase.
This shows that AGN winds are indeed potentially im-
portant for the metal enrichment of the IGM. The frac-
tion of ejected metals that has escaped the halo declines
with increasing halo mass, but still, total metal mass
output from these massive galaxies can be very signifi-
cant for polluting the IGM. Due to the limited volume
of the zoom-in simulations presented in this paper, we
reserve the quantitative study of IGM enrichment via
AGN-driven winds to a future work.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. The impact of AGN-driven winds on the mass and
metal content of galaxies and halos
At high redshift (z & 3), before black holes have grown
significantly, the mass assembly history, chemical his-
tory, and baryon cycle are very similar in the MrAGN
and NoAGN runs (see also Brennan et al. 2018). When
the central black hole becomes large enough, it starts to
drive energetic winds which remove both gas and metals
from the nucleus of the galaxy and disperse this mate-
rial to larger radii. The mass of metals in galactic gas,
MZ,g(< rg), is lower by more than 1 dex in the MrAGN
run when compared with the NoAGN run, due to two
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Figure 9. The fraction of metals which have been ejected
from the galaxy that occupy a set of radial bins at z = 0.
Each black dotted line represents a galaxy. Blue triangles
denote the fraction of ejected metals which are now back
in the galaxy. Red circles denote ejected metals now in the
halo, within the virial radius. Green diamonds denote ejected
metals that now reside between one and two virial radii, and
brown squares denote metals at distances greater than two
virial radii.
main reasons. First, as already noted, fewer stars are
born to enrich their surrounding gas with AGN feed-
back. Secondly, both gas and metals are removed from
the ISM by AGN-driven outflows. The outflows from the
galaxy can be quite enriched compared with the average
value in the ISM, as winds preferentially remove mate-
rial from the central parts of the galaxy, which tends to
be more enriched than that in the outskirts. Thus, sev-
eral of the lower mass galaxies have significantly higher
gas phase metallicities in the MrAGN runs than in the
NoAGN runs, although for the massive halos in many
cases the galaxy scale gas metallicities are nearly the
same in the two runs. This highly metal enriched out-
flowing gas found in the MrAGN run is consistent with
some recent observations showing evidence of metal-
enriched outflows compared to the ISM of host galaxies
(O’Sullivan et al. 2011; Chisholm et al. 2016). Recently,
Gan et al. (2019) also found that broad absorption line
wind regions show much higher metal abundance, up to
∼ 8Z.
The winds also entrain large amounts of hot gas in
the halo, leading to a decrease in both the mass and
metal mass in the hot halo relative to the total halo mass
(Fig. 3). This not only pushes gas out of the halo, but
also reduces pristine inflows of gas into the halo (Bren-
nan et al. 2018). The prevention of inflowing metal-poor
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gas in the MrAGN runs is likely the main reason that
the overall metallicity of the hot gas ends up being a bit
higher in the MrAGN runs. The ejection of metals from
the galaxy into the halo also leads to a higher ratio of
halo gas metallicity to galaxy metallicity in massive ha-
los (Figures 4). In the less massive halos, the majority
of ejected metals end up far outside of the virial radius
of the halo (Figure 9).
In addition to raising the overall metal abundance of
the hot halo gas, AGN-driven winds transport metals
outwards from the centers of the halo, leading to flatter
abundance profiles in the intragroup medium, in good
qualitative agreement with observations of non-cool core
groups (Figure 7). The simulations with AGN feed-
back also produce much more inhomogeneous metallicity
maps in the CGM, which may be possible to test with
observations in the future.
4.2. Comparison with Literature Studies
Using the gimic simulations, Crain et al. (2013) stud-
ied the iron abundance profile of L∗ galaxies and found a
negative radial iron abundance gradient in the absence
of AGN feedback. Their predicted iron abundance is
around ZFe ∼ 0.1ZFe, at 0.5r200, which is compara-
ble to the mean abundance of our NoAGN galaxies and
lower than estimates from X-ray observations.
Simulations including AGN feedback tend to find bet-
ter agreement of iron abundance gradient to observa-
tions. Fabjan et al. (2010) studied the effect of AGN
feedback on the metal enrichment of galaxy clusters
and found that the simulations of galaxy cluster and
group formation with AGN feedback predict a flatter
iron abundance profile than the ones without AGN feed-
back, especially at larger radii.
Pellegrini et al. (2020) recently also found good agree-
ment of the iron abundance profile of the simulated gas
to observations in the outer region of the galaxies using
the MACER simulations, high resolution idealized sim-
ulations of a massive elliptical galaxy. The simulation
includes both SN and AGN feedback, however, they still
overpredict the iron abundance in the innermost region.
Barnes et al. (2017) studied the metallicity distribu-
tion of the reference model of the eagle simulation as
well as 30 cosmological zoom simulations of galaxy clus-
ters from the Cluster-EAGLE (c-eagle) project. The
mass scale of c-eagle is M200 = 10
14−15.4M, which
is higher than our simulations. They found the total
metal content of the simulated clusters and groups in
the eagle simulations are a good match to the observed
metallicities from Yates et al. (2017). They showed that
the eagle and c-eagle simulations predict a relatively
flat metallicity-temperature relation, which is consistent
with our result shown in Figure 5. They also examined
the iron abundance profiles of the c-eagle clusters and
find overall reasonable agreement between the observed
profile and the median profile of the c-eagle sample,
which is simulated with a modified stochastic AGN feed-
back model from Booth & Schaye (2009). The simulated
iron abundance profile is marginally steeper than ob-
served, but the difference is within the intrinsic scatter.
4.3. Caveats and Limitations of Simulations
Overall the predicted metal enrichment of the simula-
tion with mechanical and radiative AGN feedback model
presented in this paper shows a fairly good agreement
to the observed data, but some small discrepancies still
remain. The excess of hot gas phase metals in the inner
region of halos may be due to physical mechanisms that
have not been included in the simulation, such as cosmic-
ray driven winds, and relativistic AGN jets. Also, due
to the limited volume of the zoom-in simulations we lim-
ited our analysis to within 2 virial radii from the galaxy
center.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We investigated the effect of mechanical and radiation-
driven AGN feedback on the metal content of massive
galaxies and their gaseous halos by following the history
of chemical enrichment and outflows in a suite of high
resolution zoom-in simulations. Our main findings are
summarized as follows.
• The prescription for AGN feedback via radiation
driven winds presented by Choi et al. (2017) is
capable of ejecting large amounts of metals from
the galaxy into the halo and beyond.
• Simulations without AGN feedback produce more
metals overall, but the radial metallicity profile
of hot gas is too centrally concentrated and too
low in the outskirts compared with observations.
The simulations with AGN feedback are in good
agreement with observed metallicity profiles.
• Simulations with AGN feedback produce better
agreement with observed scaling relations between
the iron abundance of hot halo gas and X-ray lumi-
nosity and temperature than NoAGN simulations,
although there is still some tension with observa-
tions.
• AGN driven winds result in a slight decrease in the
metallicity of gas within galaxies, and a notable
increase in the metallicity of their halo gas.
• In simulations with stellar feedback only (NoAGN),
60-80% of ejected metals end up back in the
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galaxy by the present day, and less than 10%
of ejected metals are found outside the virial ra-
dius at z = 0. In contrast, in simulations with
AGN-driven winds, only a few percent of ejected
metals end up within the galaxy, and 80-90% are
outside the virial radius. The fraction of ejected
metals that remains outside the halo virial radius
at z = 0 is a strong function of halo mass, de-
creasing from & 90% in our lowest mass halos to
< 10% in our highest mass halo.
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